Abstract
This article explores marginality theory as it was first proposed in the social sciences, that is related to persons caught between two competing cultures (Park; Stonequist), and, then, as it was developed in sociology as related to the poor (Germani) and in anthropology as it was related to involuntary marginality and voluntary marginality (Victor Turner). It then examines a ‘normative scheme’ in antiquity that creates involuntary marginality at the macrosocial level, namely, Lenski’s social stratification model in an agrarian society, and indicates how Matthean language might fit with a sample inventory of socio-religious roles. Next, it examines some ‘normative schemes’ in antiquity for voluntary marginality at the microsocial level, namely, groups, and examines how the Matthean gospel would fit based on indications of factions and leaders. The article shows that the author of the Gospel of Matthew has an ideology of ‘voluntary marginality’, but his gospel includes some hope for ‘involuntary marginals’ in the real world, though it is somewhat tempered. It also suggests that the writer of the Gospel is a ‘marginal man’, especially in the sense defined by the early theorists (Park; Stonequist).

1. INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing tendency in New Testament study to refer to Jesus, Jesus movements, gospel characters, and other Christian persons and groups as ‘marginal’ (Schüssler Fiorenza 1983:141; Kloppenborg 1986:36-56; Karris 1990; Meier 1991). This tendency has also found its way into study of the Gospel of Matthew. Anderson (1983:10-17) has forcefully argued that the woman with the hemorrhage (Mt 9:20-22) and the Canaanite woman (Mt 15:21-28) are not only marginal because they come from marginal groups, the ritually unclean and Gentiles, but also because they are women: they are ‘doubly marginal’¹. From the perspective of redaction criticism, Donahue (1986) contends that the ‘parable’ of the sheep and the goats in Matthew 25 is the hermeneutical key to the gospel. To be sure, says Donahue, acts of mercy toward the ‘least of my brothers and sisters’ in this parable refer to acts toward the Matthean
apostles/missionaries; nonetheless, 'the criterion of judgment will be works of charity
and mercy shown toward the marginal, the poor and the suffering of the world' (Donahue 1986:3; 1988:125; Van Aarde 1994:83-86, 147). Several recent social historians have viewed the Matthean community as sectarian (see e.g. Overman 1990; Balch 1991), and if one were to argue that 'sects' are marginal groups, the conclusion would be that the community as a whole is marginal. Finally, from the perspective of deviance and labeling theory in the social sciences, Malina & Neyrey's (1988) work might be seen as a contribution to the analysis of Matthew from the perspective of marginality.

In this article, I have two aims. First, I explore the conceptuality of marginality as it has emerged among certain social scientists. Second, I try to show from this perspective in what sense the author of Matthew is concerned about marginal people and in what sense he might be considered a marginal figure himself. First, then, some social scientific discussion about marginality.

2. MARGINALITY THEORY

2.1 'Marginal Man'

Robert E Park, leader of the Park School of sociology of the University of Chicago, first used marginality as a distinct theoretical concept to describe ethnic immigrants to the United States in relation to the dominant Anglo-Saxon majority (Park 1928:881-893; 1931:95-110; see also Schermerhorn 1964:406-407). Park referred to 'marginal man', that is, a person who is condemned to live in two different, antagonistic cultural worlds, but does not fully belong to either. Such persons are not fully acculturated. The 'marginal man' or 'marginal woman' can also be the child of marriages from two different cultural representatives.

Stonequist (1937) elaborated Park's insight in a fascinating and influential social psychological work titled The marginal man. For Stonequist, 'the marginal personality is most clearly portrayed in those individuals who are unwittingly initiated into two or more historic traditions, languages, political loyalties, moral codes, or religions' (Stonequist 1937:3). Stonequist organized his study around two types of marginals: racial mixtures (e.g., Eurasians of India; Cape Colored of South Africa; Mulattoes of the United States) and cultural mixtures, which were further subdivided into migrant foreigners (Europeanized Africans; Westernized Orientals), second generation American immigrants, American Negroes, and Jews emancipated from the ghetto. Stonequist also mentioned the parvenu, the upwardly mobile marginal, often satirized (e.g., the ancient Trimalchio) or praised (e.g., the modern Horatio Alger), and the opposite, the
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décassé, or downwardly mobile marginal. Noted as well were the migrant from the
farm to the city and women who find themselves in a new social role previously
occupied only by men (see Stonequist 1937:5-6).

In subsequent studies American sociologists discussed marginality in connection
with high crime rate, family dysfunction, and emotional distress among immigrants.
They eventually turned to other types of social contact, mostly subcultures within a
larger culture. There was continued study of movements up and down various levels
of the social ladder, ethnic subcultures in relation to the dominant culture, and urbaniza­
tion and detribalization in Africa — in short, anything that produces 'status incon­
gruence' (Schermerhorn 1964:407).

In line with such developments, a computer search of the word 'marginality' today
will turn up hundreds of titles that range from studies of the poor, particularly in Latin
America, to migrant workers in Germany, French avant-garde literary figures, the
handicapped, and women in higher education. For my purposes, it will be important to
explore two more theoretical areas, or what I shall call involuntary marginality and
voluntary marginality.

2.2 Involuntary marginality

Germani (1980) has written a useful work on theoretical sociology titled simply
Marginality. He states that at the descriptive level, one can observe certain phenomena
typical of urban ecological environments: segregated shantytowns, squatter settlements,
poor working conditions, low standard of living, and the exclusion of such groups from
the decision making process that affects their lives. Germani thinks that similar
phenomena can exist in rural areas. These phenomena represent subcultures, some­
times ethnic populations, with differing norms, values, and attitudes than those held by
the majority culture; such persons are dominated by economic, political, and cultural
elites. They are not in 'the center' (usually modern and develop(ed), but are on 'the
periphery' (usually underdeveloped and archaic). When they exist side by side in a
single political entity, such as a national state, these phenomena point to a kind of inter­
nal colonialism, a society within a society. Germani argues that such groups and per­
sons are roughly equivalent to those who live in poverty and that they have some level,
however minimal, of social participation; therefore, they do not represent a totally
separate class unrelated to the rest of the social structure, as some analysts have
affirmed.

At the explanatory level, Germani offers five basic, interrelated causal factors for
these phenomena: economic and social (especially unemployment); political (limitation
of participation on the basis of class, race, sex, ethnicity); demographic (overpopula­
Digitisation; cultural (domination of one cultural group by another; [neo]colonialism; rural-urban contrasts); and psychosocial (powerlessness; helplessness; status inferiority; inadequate early socialization). After considering the origins of the concept of marginality, and arguing for some similarity between developed and developing countries (despite the ubiquity of the phenomenon in developing countries), Germani observes certain correlations with social stratification. While there is some validity in correlating marginals with the bottom of the social hierarchy, it is also possible to think of marginals at each level of the social hierarchy in terms of a participant/nonparticipant continuum. On this basis, Germani arrives at a generalized definition of marginality:

... we may define marginality as the lack of participation [exercise of roles] of individuals and groups in those spheres in which, according to determined criteria, they might be expected to participate.

(Germani 1980:49)

The ‘lack of participation’ in this definition means the inability of persons to conform to expected social roles with respect to sex, age, civil life, occupation, and social life in relation to levels of status in the social system. These statuses are based on social norms, values, and expectations rooted in law and legitimated by custom. In other words, the marginal person no longer participates in what Germani calls ‘the normative scheme’, that is:

the set of values and norms which define the categories (status), the legitimate, expected, or tolerated areas of participation and the assignment mechanisms of individuals to each category.

(Germani 1980:51)

Lack of participation often occurs because of a new and competing ‘normative scheme’^2. For marginal persons there are two related elements. First, the usual ‘objective resources’, both material and nonmaterial — education, jobs, purchasing power, housing — are not available. Second, the ‘personal conditions’ needed to exercise their social roles are not present.
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We refer here to psychological features on the emotional, volitive and intellectual level as well as the cognitive patrimony: attitudes propensities, motivations, behavior patterns or more generally type of personality, intellectual capacity and general and technical knowledge.

(Germani 1980:51)

I refer to this type of marginality with the shorthand expression involuntary marginality.

The above analysis leads Germani (1980:54) to a methodological approach for studying marginality:

... in whatever analysis, the interpretation of the data and situations, the empirical research and the diagnosis of marginality must be made explicit with regards to the normative scheme, and marginality criteria and the explanatory system utilized.

(Germani 1980:54)

Much of Germani's analysis focuses on 'modernization' in relation to the Third World, that is, Enlightenment conceptions of political freedom, economic development, secure employment, and industrialization. This orientation is too Western and modern for direct application to Greco-Roman antiquity. Yet, Germani's general analysis is abstract enough to engage almost any social system. Thus, in analyzing Matthew and marginality one ought to develop the 'normative scheme' in the social context of the Gospel of Matthew, and to indicate, if possible, how and to what extent the author of Matthew and/or his group are marginal with respect to marginality criteria.

2.3 Voluntary marginality

The anthropologist Victor Turner (1969, 1974) takes quite a different approach to marginality. It is part of the analysis of ritual. Building on van Gennep's (1960) classic analysis of rites of passage, Turner (1969:94-95) sees a common pattern in ritual:

\[
\text{separation} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{liminality} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{reaggregation} \\
\text{marginality}
\]
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'Separation' removes individuals or groups, usually secluded physically, from their accepted statuses or roles in a social system marked by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial — the center — to the margin. In this transitional, 'liminal' phase (Latin *limen*: 'threshold') individuals or groups are in limbo. They are 'neither here nor there'; they are 'betwixt and between' (Turner 1969:95). In the third phase, the initiate re-enters the social system as a neophyte, often with higher status. Turner characterizes the second, or marginal, liminal phase by *communitas*, a status-less, role-less phase marked by spontaneity, concreteness, intense comradeship, and egalitarianism. Those in this phase are often considered sexless and anonymous, sometimes symboled by nakedness.

Turner (1969:126) also views this model in terms of structure/anti-structure: 'For me, *communitas* emerges where social structure is not'. Structure refers to a '... differentiated, and often hierarchical system of politico-legal-economic positions with many types of evaluation, separating men in terms of 'more' or 'less' (Turner 1969:131). In structure, there are fixed 'relationships between statuses, roles, and offices' (Turner 1969:131). Contrariwise, anti-structure is 'spontaneous, immediate, concrete'; 'individuals are not segmentalized into roles and statuses but [existentially] confront one another ... ' (Turner 1969:127, 132).

The specifics of Germani's analysis are too modern for Greco-Roman society. Likewise, the specifics of Turner's analysis are drawn too much from small tribal societies, notably the Ndembu. Yet, as Germani generalizes, so does Turner:

The time has now come to make a careful review of a hypothesis that seeks to account for the attributes of such seemingly diverse phenomena as neophytes in the liminal phase of ritual, subjugated autochthonous, small nations, court jesters, holy mendicants, good Samaritans, millenarian movements, 'dharma bums,' matrilineal systems and monastic orders. Surely an ill-assorted bunch of social phenomena! Yet all have this common characteristic: they are persons or principles that (1) fall in the interstices of social structure, (2) are on its margins, or (3) occupy its lowest rungs.

(Turner 1969:125)

Turner (1969:132) goes further and develops another general principle: 'the spontaneity and immediacy of *communitas* ... can seldom be maintained for very long. *Communitas* itself soon develops a structure ... ' From this insight Turner distinguishes three kinds of *communitas*:
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(1) existential or spontaneous communitas — approximately what the hippies today [sic!] would call 'a happening,' and William Blake might have called 'the winged moment as it flies', or, later, 'mutual forgiveness of each vice'; (2) normative communitas, where, under the influence of time, the need to mobilize and organize resources, and the necessity for social control among the members of the group in pursuance of these goals, the existential communitas is organized into a per­during social system; and (3) ideological communitas, which is a label one can apply to a variety of utopian models of societies based on existential communitas.

(Turner 1969:132)

Whereas spontaneous communitas stands apart from social structures, normative communitas represents an emergent microsocial group within a macrosocial system3. Finally, ideological communitas presents communitas as desired vision, or what is known in Christian history as the ecclesiola in ecclesia. As examples, Turner analyzes the early Franciscans of medieval Europe and the Sahajiyas of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century India.

For Turner (1974:123) normative communitas is on the way to structure, and ideological communitas is voluntary 'outsiderhood'. It is not socially imposed marginality, but voluntarily chosen marginality (Turner 1974:266). That he is not developing the concept of involuntary marginality is clear from his statement about poverty:

Liminal poverty must not be confused with real poverty, although the liminally poor may become actually poor. But liminal poverty, whether it is a process or a state, is both an expression and instrumentality of communitas. Communitas is what people really seek by voluntary poverty .... The principle is simple: cease to have and you are; if you 'are' in the relationship of communitas to others who 'are,' then you love one another.

(Turner 1974:266)

2.4 Marginality summary
The concept 'marginality' in the social science literature examined above has three dimensions:
the *Marginal Man*: individuals and groups who, because of birth, migration, conquest, and the like are 'doomed' to live in two different, antagonistic cultures without fully belonging to either (Park; Stonequist); this social-psychological type is closely related to;

* involuntary marginality*: individuals and groups who for reasons of race, ethnicity, 'sex, 'underdevelopment,' and the like are not able to participate in normative social statuses, roles, and offices and their obligations and duties. They fail to share in both material and nonmaterial resources available to other members at the center of society, and thus who experience themselves as personally alienated (Germani); and

* voluntary marginality*: individuals and groups who consciously and by choice live outside the normative statuses, roles, and offices of society because they reject hierarchical social structures, though there will be attempts to perpetuate this spontaneity by social control or in conventicles within the normative social system. Though freely chosen, they will eventually share in some of the same conditions as involuntary marginals (Turner).

The two terms I have chosen, *involuntary* and *voluntary*, need to be used with caution. It is important not to transfer the modern, enlightened democratic ideology of 'voluntary associations' and 'freedom of assembly' to Greco-Roman antiquity and thus Christianity. Yet, within certain social restrictions Greco-Roman society had its own sort of voluntary associations: collegia, clubs, trade guilds, burial societies, as well as schools and mystery cults (Danker 1992:501-505). Moreover, within Judaism there existed a variety of religious sects and parties. Thus, after a further comment about method, I shall also attempt to indicate how one might approach the Gospel of Matthew through these three types of marginality.

3. TEXTS AND CONTEXTS

How is the book of Matthew related social realities? How does one move from text to social context? This paper is not the place to develop either a social-historical or social-scientific hermeneutic (see e.g, Van Staden 1991). Yet, I would say that there is a dialectical relationship between text and social context: economically/socially/politically located ideology generates literature; but literature also challenges economically/socially/politically located ideology.

I still try to discover how the narrative world is related to authorial intention and how text is related to social historical context. One possible metaphor is that Matthew's narrative is not a steamy bathroom mirror that, when wiped with a towel, allows you to see yourself better; rather, it is a foggy window that can be a mirror, but is
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nonetheless a window. By wiping away the fog at the appropriate places, one can see through the text to the author's social-historical context. The keys are the appropriate models and the the appropriate places.

4. MATTHEW AND MARGINALITY

4.1 Normative scheme A: A macrosocial model
As noted above, according to Germani (1980:50) the first task is to define 'the normative scheme,' that is, the values and norms that define status; the legitimate, expected, or tolerated areas of participation; and the assignment mechanisms of individuals to each category. What is the center from which various persons and groups can be seen to be marginal? What are the missing objective and personal dimensions? This determination is not a simple task because there are competing 'normative schemes' and correspondingly different marginalities in Greco-Roman and Jewish antiquity and the New Testament. As a point of departure for gaining access to one part of the normative scheme, I note first Ritzer's (1983:309) macroscopic-microscopic continuum of social levels.

A simplified macroscopic-microscopic continuum

Macroscopic

1. World systems
2. Societies
3. Organizations
4. Groups
5. Interaction
6. Individual thought and action

Microscopic
One of the highest macrosocial levels ('societies') for the writings of the New Testament period can be understood through the model of an advanced agrarian society. Several New Testament scholars have employed the model developed by Lenski (1966) and Lenski & Lenski (1987:164-208) to clarify social stratification in the Roman Empire. I have also used it (see Duling 1991c, 1992a:99-116; 1992b, 1993). Its main features correspond to what MacMullen (1974) has called 'verticality' in Roman society (cf also Meeks 1983:51-73). Drawing on Alföldy's work and using data from Josephus, archaeology, and the rabbis, Fiensy (1990:158) has adjusted this same model down a level for Palestine. I have added a few speculative percentages from various authors. It looks like model A (see Lenski 1966:243-248; Saldarini 1988:40-45; Fiensy 1990:155-170; Duling & Perrin 1994:56).

**Social stratification in the Herodian period**

**Model A**

In this model the primary bases of social stratification — power, privilege, and prestige — are primarily economic and political; kinship and religion are implied — for example, succession among the ruling groups and religious support of the 'state' — but they are less conspicuous. There are a very few at the top of the vertical social structure;
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though this is not indicated, they are urban. The vast majority are at the bottom. There is no real ‘middle class’. Indeed, one should think of a status hierarchy rather than ‘social classes’ based solely on economics. The lower part of the model is divided into urban and rural sections, with rural peasants dominating. The upper strata are virtually all urban (Oakman 1986; Rohrbaugh 1987:103-119). Retainers (mainly bureaucrats), merchants, artisans, fishermen, day laborers, and many expendables belong in or near the towns and cities, while the upper level small freeholders (15-50 acres), lower level small freeholders (4-15 acres), tenant farmers, some day laborers, and most slaves belong in the rural districts. The expendables have now been subdivided into ‘unclean and degraded’ and ‘expendables’. The model implies accepted institutional authority. Clearly it is, in Turner’s terms, a ‘structure,’ in this case a hierarchical structure.

4.2 Matthew and marginality from the macrosocial perspective: Involuntary marginality

There are further modifications of the above model that need to be made, all of which have to do with decisions about Matthew and marginality. First, this reconstructed model roughly corresponds to certain dimensions of Palestine at the time of Jesus. It does not correspond quite as well to the usual time for the composition of the Gospel of Matthew itself, circa 80-90 C E.

Thus, the Herodians should be removed and the priests have much declined in political power. Second, some client rulers may have experienced ‘psychological’ marginality simply because they were Roman colonials (‘relative deprivation’)8; nonetheless, in what follows I shall exclude the upper strata, including Idumeans and Jews (Caesar; rulers of the Gentiles; prefects/procurators; ancestral native kings; Herodian client kings; the high priest Caiaphas; chief priests; elders). Third, for the same reasons, it is probably also best from the perspective of this model to exclude the retainers of the upper strata (toll collectors; Roman centurions; high priest’s guards; most priests; most scribes). Fourth, this model operates best for certain forms of economic and political oppression, especially the colonial context of the Eastern Empire, and for rural-urban contrasts, demography (population shifts), and perhaps psychosocial marginality (powerlessness; helplessness; status inferiority). Fifth, other important status criteria (based on other models) need to be considered, especially in relation to Palestinian Judaism, for example, units further down Ritzer’s continuum, notably kin groups, regional and ethnic groups (Idumeans; Samaritans; Gentiles in general), religious parties (Essenes), and gender within patriarchal contexts. As an example, toll collectors and scribes would not be considered marginal from the perspective of the above macrosocial model because they were retainers of the ruling classes; yet, toll collectors, while economically and somewhat politically advantaged, were universally despised by native peoples in the Roman Empire (Lewis 1983:156-184; Donahue 1992: 337-338) and scribes were sometimes considered marginal if they belonged to a marginal group, for example Essenes. Sixth, it is not always easy to distinguish
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between 'unclean and degraded' and 'expendable' in the Jewish context. Prostitutes, those with skin diseases, and demoniacs, for example, might fall into both categories. Finally, one might make a case that in a limited good society, especially in the 'colonial' context like Palestine, all peasants — about three-quarters of the population — were marginal. Given that this is a peasant society, I have elected to omit upper level peasants.

With these qualifications, I suggest that from the above macrosocial perspective the lower social strata would have been seen as 'involuntary marginals'. Here is a sample inventory implied in Matthew's gospel:

1. Forced laborers (implied): 5:41; 27:32
2. Day laborers (ἐργάτης): 20:1, 2, 8; perhaps 9:37, 38; 10:10
3. Some slaves:
   b. ‘Slave/son’ (παῖς): 8:6, 8, 13; 12:18 [Isa 42:1]; 14:2; 17:18; 21:15?
4. Some peasants, urban poor, and destitute:
   a. ‘Crowd(s)’ (δῆμος): 50 references
   b. 'Tenant farmers' (γεωργός): 21:33
   c. 'Poor' (πτωχός): 5:3; 11:5; 19:21; 26:9, 11
   d. Receivers of alms (implied by ἐλεημοσύνη, 'alms' in 6:1-6; 19:21)
5. Unclean and degraded (dishonored):
   a. Eunuchs (εὐνοῦχος): 19:12 (three times)
   b. Ritually unclean: ([Jesus and] certain disciples): 15:2
   c. Lepers (λέπος): 8:2; 10:8; 11:5; 26:6
   d. Women believed to be dishonored (πορνεία): 5:32; 15:19; 19:9; cf 1:19
   f. Women outside their usual home 'space' (who follow Jesus)
   g. Those with 'every disease and every infirmity': 4:23 and 9:35; with 'various diseases and pains': 4:24; 'all who were sick': 8:16; 'their sick': 14:14; 'sick': 14:35

Blind (τυφλός): 9:27, 28 (two blind men); 11:5; 12:22 (and dumb); 15:14 (four times); 15:30; 15:31; 20:30 (two blind men); 21:14
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- Lame (κωλόδες): 11:5; 15:30-31; 18:8; 21:14
- Deaf (κωφός): 11:5
- Dumb (κωφός): 9:32, 33; 12:22 [twice]; 15:30, 31
- Deformed (κυλλόδες): 15:30, 31
- Paralytics (παραλυτικός): 4:24; 8:6; 9:2 [twice], 6
- Epileptics (σεληνιαζομένος): 4:24

6. Expendables:

a. Bandits (ληστής): 21:13 [Jer 7:11]; 26:55 (contrasted with Jesus); 27:38, 36 (mock Jesus on cross)

b. Prostitutes (πόρνη): 21:31, 32

A few further remarks are in order. Matthew’s ‘crowds’ are undifferentiated. Nevertheless, the writer implies that they contained women and those with all manner of debilitating disease and sickness (Duling 1978:392-410). Perhaps they also contained bandits, eunuchs, slaves, tenant farmers, and other artisans and fishermen. Matthew writes that Jesus had compassion on ‘the crowds’ who are ‘like sheep without a shepherd’ (9:36; Duling 1992a:112-113), and the above strata represent the ‘lost sheep of the house of Israel’ to whom Jesus and the disciples direct their activities (Matt 10:6; 15:24). They do not participate in normative social statuses, roles, and offices, and they fail to share in both material and nonmaterial resources. It could be argued that peasants and village artisans who have lost their ancestral lands, and fishermen whose activities were heavily taxed (Hanson 1991), should be included. Jesus and some of his disciples are from this group. Herders (ποιμήν) fall within another structure, but they would be marginal, though the term ‘shepherds’ is used positively as metaphor (9:36; 25:32 [sheep/goats]; 26:31, ‘strike the shepherd’ [Zch 13:7]). In this context, I would exclude these groups11. In any case, whatever decisions are made about center and margin, it is clear that the percentage of involuntary marginals would have been quite high, even omitting some peasants. It is impossible to discuss all the remaining groups and persons in the First Gospel here. Let us take a representative example, ‘the poor’. The plural πτωχοί, which in the synoptics in general refers to the destitute (Schottroff & Stegemann 1986:16; cf also Sobrino 1984; Stegemann 1984; Stegemann & Schottroff 1984; Malina 1986:148-159; Hanks 1992:414-424), is used clearly as an actual social condition in four verses: 11:5; 19:21; 26:9, 11, to which one must compare ‘poor in spirit’ (οἱ πτωχοί τῷ πνεύματι) in 5:3. In Matthew 26:9, which simplifies Mark 14:5, the disciples are angered at the woman’s ‘waste’ of an alabaster flask of ‘very expensive perfume’ (26:7): ‘For this perfume might have been sold for much
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[money] (πολλαίων) and given to the poor (πτωχοῦς) (26:9). Jesus' defends the woman's 'good work' (26:10: ἧθειον ... κακλῆτι) to him: 'The poor (πούς πτωχοῦς) you always have with you, but me you do not always have' (26:11). In this passage, the perpetual presence (and pervasiveness) of the poor is assumed (πάντοτε). Yet, the act of one marginal — probably a 'promiscuous' woman who encounters (sits with?) Jesus at table — appears to override social concern for other marginals, the poor.

One might conclude from these comments that the 'preferential option for the poor' in Matthew is qualified by the woman's symbolic act preparing Jesus for burial (Mt 26:12-13). There is probably some validity to this conclusion: for Matthew ideology — Christology and eschatology — is paramount. Furthermore, the impression is related to Matthew's apparent tendency to think in terms of the city and wealth, and to his addition of 'in spirit' to 'the poor' in 5:3 (Kingsbury 1978:56-73; Crosby 1988:39-4313). One can conclude that the portrayal of the disciples' irritation is understandable in the light of what has gone before with regard to the young man (Mt 19:16-22; see Mk 10:17-22; Lk 18:18-23). Jesus has told him, 'If you want to be perfect (τέλειος), go, sell your possessions (τὰ ὑπάρχοντα) and give to the poor (πτωχοῖς), and you will have treasure (θησαυρόν) in heaven, and come follow me' (19:21). Apparently 'the poor' would have had much to gain for the young man has 'many possessions' (19:22: κτήματα πολλά). Here, of course, are Matthew's familiar discipleship/following terms, and with them the question of voluntary poverty is articulated: The true disciple is commanded not to store up treasures on earth, but in heaven (6:19-21).

The third passage is John's question to Jesus and Jesus' answer, reworked from Q (Q 7:18-23; Mt 11:2-5)15. Jesus' miracle working in Matthew 11:5 is full of allusions to Isaiah16, and 'the poor have good news preached to them' alludes to the famous Jubilee passage in Isaiah 61:1 (1QH 18:14; Lk 4:18). That Isaiah is Matthew's favorite scriptural text suggests that he is quite aware of these scriptural allusions. While the verb εὐαγγελίζομαι is a Matthean hapax, its cognate εὐαγγέλιον calls forth the key Matthean summaries (4:23; 9:35) and, indeed, the central proclamation of the kingdom of Heaven (Duling 1992c:57-58). There is no theme more central than this theme in the gospel. Thus, the Matthean author stresses that the poor hear the good news, but his view on actual poverty is somewhat mixed. It will have to be compared to his ideal of voluntary marginality.

4.3 Normative schemes B, C, D: Microsocial models

Another way to understand marginality, that is, the way that values and norms define status in relation to participation, as well as the assignment mechanisms of individuals to each category, is to move further down Ritzer's macroscopic/microscopic continuum to groups (no 4). Groups are also important for involuntary marginality, but they are
especially significant for voluntary marginality. In Turner's terms, voluntary individu­
als and groups are those who spontaneously but consciously choose to live outside the
normative statuses, roles, and offices of society because they reject hierarchical social
structures ('spontaneous communitas'). Nonetheless, says Turner, there will be gradual
attempts to perpetuate this spontaneity by social control within the group ('normative
communitas') or in conventicles within the normative social system ('ideological com­
munitas').

Ever since Weber's contrast between charisma and routinization, social theorists
have persistently contrasted non-structured groups with structured institutions. Victor
Turner's contrast between anti-structure and structure and his view that anti-structure
tends toward structure is only one example. Bruce Malina, building on the work of the
Mediterranean network anthropologist Jeremy Boissevain, contrasts 'coalitions' as non-
hierarchical structures with 'corporations' as hierarchical structures (see Boissevain
(1976:18-19, 29-40), Malina (1986:66-67) has also attempted to contrast non-
hierarchical groups with hierarchical organizations on the basis of task allocation.

Non-hierarchical groups are best seen with respect to their opposite, hierarchical
organization, of which the macrostructure above is but one type.

Hierarchical organization
One person — One task

Assumptions

1. Organization by decomposing into smaller and smaller units.
2. Each unit or person allocated a single task.

Consequences

1. A single structure of relationships between units.
2. Uniform type of relationship: units and persons linked by superior subordinate
   relationship.
3. Every unit and person has one, clearly demarcated, set of functions with sharp
   boundaries between units and persons.
4. Decisions are made for subordinates by superiors.
5. Principle: decision making is separated from task performance.
Hierarchical model

Hierarchical groups

Characteristics
1. The capacity for multi-structured functioning.
2. The capacity for achieving and maintaining 'directive correlation' of ongoing activities, that is, the work of each supports and facilitates the work of others in the direction of the achievements of a joint aim.

Models C, D, E: Non-hierarchical groups

GROUP
1. Matrix group
   Model B

   TASK
   Each person has a specialized function, but overlapping competence (two to four tasks each) members work together; no necessary limit to size)
2. **Composite autonomous group**

*Model C*

Each person can carry out all tasks (members work together; each person equipotential; no specialized leadership function; no specific, ongoing structure; size relatively small)

To Herbst’s two non-hierarchical groups, Malina (1986:67), again building Bossevain (1974:170-205), adds a third:

3. **Network group**

*Model D*

Geographically dispersed individuals or subsets (no direct control)

Except for the last, these interesting models are drawn from modern industrial relations. Yet, again, there is a kind of rough correspondence between groups 1, 2 and 3 in reverse order and Turner’s three types of non-hierarchical groups:

**Turner**

- ideological communitas
- normative communitas
- spontaneous communitas

**Herbst**

- matrix group
- composite autonomous group
- network group
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These non-hierarchical groups can be viewed as illustrations of ‘voluntary marginality’, though in the case of Herbst’s composite autonomous and matrix groups there is some ‘industrial engineering’. As the vertical arrow indicates, there is at the group level a gradual tendency toward hierarchy, as Turner realized. Time, size, the need for social control, and increasing division of labor (task allocation) lead toward normative communitas and eventually hierarchy.

4.4 Matthew and marginality from microsocial perspectives: Voluntary marginality

Where does the Gospel of Matthew belong with respect to voluntary marginality? At the microsocial level, the first gospel reveals several types of groups. There are clear indications of spontaneous sub-groups of the network type from the days of the historical Jesus. The best example is the mission charge in Matthew 10, especially 10:9-15. This text segment, which has echoes in Didache 11, 12, and 16:3, represents an ideology similar to, though not exactly like, that of the itinerant Cynic philosophers (Downing 1988:47-48; see also the discussions in Schottroff & Stegemann 1986:160-167; Horsley 1988:46-47). The command to take ‘no gold’ and ‘no bag’ for food (cf 1 Cor 9:4, 14, 17-18; Didache 11.6), no change of tunic, and no sandals (a sign of wealth) are indications of voluntary poverty. If the ‘no bag’ is a contrast to itinerant Cynic preachers who carried a bag that symbolized their self-sufficiency, the stress may be less on actual begging than on eating common meals with others.

In this regard, the itinerant apostles, wise men, prophets, and scribes of Matthew’s Gospel are commanded to carry on the Jesus tradition of a non-hierarchical faction. ‘Therefore I send you prophets and wise men and scribes, some of whom you will kill and crucify, and some you will scourge in your synagogues and persecute from town to town ....’ (Mt 23:34; italics = Matthean additions). The danger, as in the Didache, is false prophets (Didache 11; Mt 7:15-23). Yet, one would have to modify the network model slightly since the itinerants themselves clearly have some status and authority (see further Theissen 1977).

This is not the only non-hierarchical group in the Gospel of Matthew. I turn now to an ‘appropriate passage’ that points to a slightly different group, one that may suggest a more settled community.
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[The Pharisees love...] to be called
Rabbi by the people.
do not be called Rabbi
for one is your teacher, 8) But (as for) you (pl.)
but you (pl.) are all brothers.
9) And father do not call yourselves (pl.)
on earth,
for one is your (pl.) father,
the heavenly.
10) Neither be called (pl.) tutors,
the Christ.
for your (pl.) tutor is one,

Viviano (1990:10) represents most current opinion when he says that this passage contains 'a critique of synagogue offices and titles that are merging in and around the rabbinic academy of Jamnia/Yavneh at this time ....' The rejected titles of honor are 'Rabbi', known from Rabbinic references to teachers prior to 135 C E (Lapin 1992: 600-601) and from inscriptions (Cohen 1981:1-17) but used elsewhere in Matthew only by the traitor Judas (Mt 26:25, 49); 'father,' also known from Rabbinic and inscriptive references (Viviano 1990:20; Hengel 1966:145-183; Hachlili 1992:260); and καθηγητής, which Winter (1991:152-157) has shown to mean 'private tutor' in Greek, though it might represent the Hebrew מורה, as in מורה חרדה, the 'Teacher of Righteousness' (4QPs³ 37 [= 4Q 171] 3:15-16; 1QpHab 2:8; CD 1:9-11; Viviano 1990:11). Viviano notes four 'run-ons' placed at the right on the above chart. I would add that since the heavenly/earthly contrast and the Christ are Matthean redactional emphases, so probably is the designation for members of Matthew's group, 'brothers'.

This is the language of 'fictive-' or 'pseudo-kinship' (see Pitt-Rivers 1968:408-413). Though 'crowds' are mentioned (23:1), clearly the intended recipients are 'disciples' — in other words, the Matthean brotherhood — and this points to the recipients of the gospel as a 'brotherhood' (cf also 5:21-26; 7:1-15; 12:46-50; 18:15-22; Duling 1995). This 'brotherhood' has an 'egalitarian' ideology. Pharisaic titles of status in relation to the central activity of teachers and those taught are rejected by the author of Matthew for the 'brotherhood'.

The ideology of this passage represents a version of Turner's non-hierarchical group, an ideological communitas. It also represents Boissevain's and Malina's 'faction' and Herbst's 'composite autonomous group'. Each person can carry out all tasks; each person is equipotential; members work together; there is no specialized leadership function, and no specific, ongoing structure. One could develop this contrast of anti-structure and structure much further.
It should be emphasized again that Matthew's 'network' and 'composite autonomous' orientations represent an ideological *communitas*. However, as Turner was aware, there are pressures toward hierarchy. Thus, despite this Matthean ideology, there appear to be in the Matthew group those who are more equal than others (Duling 1992b; see Stanton 1994). In the first place, there are undefined central persons with scribe-related labels and functions:

1. 'Apostles' (10:2).
2. 'Prophets' (5:10-12; 11:9; 10:40-42; 13:57; 21:11, 23-27; 23:29-36; all of the formula quotations, including Psalm 78:2 and 110:1, are from 'prophets').
3. 'Teachers' (5:19; 28:20).
4. 'Scribes' (13:52; 23:34).
6. 'Wise men' (23:34).

Moreover, the ascription of honor to Peter (lower status) by Jesus (higher status) implies a transfer of authority (16:17-19; Duling 1987a:21). Thus, like its rivals, the Pharisees, the Matthew group is not simply a non-hierarchical *communitas*, but is on its way toward a hierarchical structure (normative *communitas*). I have elsewhere attempted to represent this movement as a so-called 'leaderless group' (Duling 1987b; see also Fisher & Ellis 1990).

In short, the above models illuminate several types of groups related to marginality in the Matthean gospel. One example of what Turner calls spontaneous marginality would be the ideology of a group of the network type from the days of the historical Jesus (e.g., 10:5-15, 40-42; 23:34). Another would be the ideology of 'leaderless group', or at least the group without titles of honor (23:8-10). This would be Boissevain's and Malina's 'faction' and Herbst's 'composite autonomous group'. Nonetheless, in my view there is also a clear tendency toward structure, or what Turner calls normative marginality.

From this perspective, I return to the example of 'the poor'. The macrosocial model of an agrarian society offers a lens through which to view statements about those who are involuntarily marginally poor in the First Gospel. Microsocial groups offer a lens through which to see the ideal of voluntary poverty. The mission statements that fit the network model are commands to perpetuate the ideal of voluntary poverty (e.g., 10:5-15, 40-42; 23:34). A similar ideology occurs in the story of the young man: he cannot 'follow' because he cannot give up his 'many possessions'. Many other examples could be cited, not least of which is the passage that Donahue claims is the
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hermeneutical key to the gospel, the ‘parable’ of the Sheep and the Goats in Matthew 25:31-46. On the one hand, the language reflects the ideal of voluntary poverty; on the other, the ideal reflects actual poverty: ‘Truly I say to you, as you did it to one of the least of these my brothers (and sisters), you did it to me’ (25:40, 45). At the same time, those critics who sense a step back from the ideal perceive the move toward ‘normative marginality’: ‘For the poor you always have with you, but me you do not always have’. Indeed, perhaps here we have the clue to Matthew’s ‘Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven’ (Mt 5:3).

5. THE AUTHOR OF MATTHEW AS ‘MARGINAL MAN’

If we once again define a ‘Marginal Man’ as an individual who, because of birth, migration, conquest, and the like is ‘doomed’ to live in two different, antagonistic cultures without fully belonging to either, how does Matthew look? Here I shall only outline a proposal.

* The author of the gospel is a scribe (13:52). There are a several current studies on writing and writers in antiquity (Lemaire 1992:999-1008) and some of them have to do with the Gospel of Matthew (Salardini 1988; Orton 1989; Wire 1991:87-121; Yaghjian 1992). Current estimates of the number of those who could write in antiquity are quite low. From the perspective of macrosocial stratification, the author of Matthew ranks at least as a retainer of the elite strata. Moreover, he has much honor from the perspective of scribalism in traditional Judaism. Yet, he is concerned about those from the lower strata and represents a tradition infused with involuntary marginality, and so stands between two cultures.

* The scribe’s opponents are Pharisees, a rival faction within Judaism. Yet, for the gospel writer, Pharisaism is becoming ‘normative’, that is, the center; again, he is between two cultures.

* The Matthean author ‘brings out of his treasure what is new and what is old’ (13:52), a dominant theme in the gospel concerned especially with the Torah and its interpretation (e.g., 5:17-48). He stands between the old and the new.

* The first two chapters suggest that Matthew knew conventional forms of the encomium of the progymnasmata (Neyrey 1990), as the modified bios form suggests. Yet, his use of the formula quotations and his stress on interpreting and making a hedge around the Torah (5:17-6:48) point to the Pharisaic scribalism.
His ‘synagogue Greek’ is derived in part from the Septuagint; yet, he uses Christian sources: Mark and Q. He improves Markan syntax, yet his language is Semitizing (Luz 1990:49-76). Matthew seems to stand on the boundary of Greek and Jewish education.

Matthew's has concern for the ‘lost sheep of the house of Israel’ (10:6; 15:24), but ultimately the mission is to the Gentiles (28:16-20). Presumably his concerns are divided.

Is the author of Matthew a Jewish Christian or a Christian Jew (Overman 1990)? Would he have understood this question? If he did, he realized he stood between two ‘cultures’.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, I have attempted to clarify several dimensions of the concept ‘marginality’. I have also attempted to relate the Gospel of Matthew to these various dimensions of the term. The author of the Gospel of Matthew has an ideology of ‘voluntary marginality’, but his gospel includes some hope for ‘involuntary marginals’ in the real world, though it is tempered. On the basis of several multiple criteria he might be called a ‘Marginal Man’. That will be a subject for further investigation.

ENDNOTES

* This essay is a reworked version of the paper originally published in SBL Seminar Papers (1993), Atlanta-Scholars Press, pp 642-671. HTS is granted permission to reprint the article.

1 While marginal, they are examples of faith and initiative.

2 Competing ‘normative schemes’ sounds like competing ‘plausibility structures’ from the perspective of sociology of knowledge (Berger & Luckman 1966:154-163).

3 One hears the echo of Max Weber’s ‘charisma’ and ‘routinization’ here; indeed, Turner (1969:133) mentions Weber (1968) in this context.

4 From the perspective of Marxist literary criticism, literature as art is part of an ideological consciousness related to a superstructure that is determined by the economic base or infrastructure. Yet, literature is not the mere passive, unconscious reflection of economics. Schematically, the relation is not simply productive forces ——> social relations ——> ideology ——> text. This would be so-called ‘vulgar Marxism’. Thus, art can also challenge the ideology of which it
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is a part, and thus the social, political, and economic order that undergirds it. Art is an expression of ideology, but it also distances itself from ideology (see Eagleton 1976). On ideology, see McLellan (1986) and Larrain (1992 [1979]).


6 Explicit descriptions of class are rare and limited to Rome (see Meeks 1983:53-55; Rohrbaugh 1987:103-119).

7 I have also added to the model what the Lenski's call a 'specialized society' still present in Palestine, namely, the semi-nomadic herders. They represent a different, parallel social system altogether.

8 One need only recall that Eleazar, son of Ananias the High Priest and governor of the Temple, was instrumental in the revolt against Rome (Josephus, Wars 2.17.2 #409; see also Aberle 1970:209-14; Gager 1975:27-28).

9 For a fuller, but slightly different arrangement, see Duling (1992:102-103).

10 For this reason, some analysts claim that village artisans, despite some economic success, are below the peasants.

11 In this model peasants represent the majority; for the debate about whether one can speak of marginality in traditionally structured societies where those of lower social status see themselves as elites see them, for example, in caste systems, see Germani (1980:52): 'In such a society the very concept of marginality does not emerge as a social perception scheme'.

12 Corley (1992:208; see also Anderson 1983:3-27) concludes:

Matthew, the gospel considered the most androcentric of all the Synoptics, is the only gospel which portrays women reclining with men for meals. Only in Matthew are women allowed an equal place at the table .... Furthermore, Matthew allows for the presence of women identified as 'courtesans' among the followers of Jesus [Matt 21:31-32]. 'Sinners,' a group which in Matthew includes women, join Jesus and his disciples for meals [9:9-13] .... In spite of the larger controversy over the 'public' behavior of Greco-Roman women
[that is, in some circles, they reclined at table with men, while others continued to think of such practices as dishonorable], Matthew boldly affirms the presence of women accused of promiscuity among the followers of Jesus.

13 Crosby (1988:154-55) argues that Matthew does not 'canonize' poverty, but neither does he 'spiritualize' it.

14 For the view that what is implied is the redistribution of wealth in a limited good society, see Malina (1986c:155-156).

15 It is generally accepted that ta erga tou Christou in Mt 11:2 refers back to Jesus' miracles in Mt 8-9 (cf Duling 1978:392-410). Davies & Dale (1991:240) argue that it also refers to Matthew 5-7 because of 11:5f, 'the poor have good news preached to them' in relation to 4:23-26. In the light of 5:16 ('see your kala erga') and 11:20 (hai pleistai dynameis), this conclusion seems to stretch the meaning of ta erga in Matthew 11:5.


17 Crossan has called this phenomenon 'unbrokered egalitarian commensality'. Drawing on Scott (1977:225-26), he states:

... peasant culture and religion is actually an anticulture, qualifying alike both the religious and political elites that oppress it. It is, in fact, a reflexive and reactive inversion of the pattern of exploitation common to the peasantry as such. 'The radical vision to which I refer', he [Scott] continues, 'is strikingly uniform despite the enormous variations in peasant cultures and the differing great traditions of which they partake .... At the risk of overgeneralizing, it is possible to describe some common features of the reflexive symbolism. It nearly always implies a society of brotherhood in which there will be no rich and poor, in which no distinctions of rank and status (save those between believers and non-believers) will exist. Where religious institutions are experience as justifying inequalities, the abolition of rank and status may well include the elimination of religious hierarchy in favor of communities of equal believers. Property is typically, though not always, to be held in common and shared. All unjust claims to taxes, rents, and tribute are to be nullified. The envisioned utopia may also include a self-yielding
and abundant nature as well as a radically transformed human nature in which greed, envy, and hatred will disappear. While the earthly utopia is thus an anticipation of the future, it often harks back to a mythic Eden from which mankind has fallen away'.

(Crossan 1991b:263-264)
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